Visual representations of data (visualizations) are tools of great importance and widespread use in data analytics as they provide users visual insight to patterns in the observed data in a simple and effective way. However, since visualizations tools are applied to sample data, there is a a risk of visualizing random fluctuations in the sample rather than a true pattern in the data. This problem is even more significant when visualization is used to identify interesting patterns among many possible possibilities, or to identify an interesting deviation in a pair of observations among many possible pairs, as commonly done in visual recommendation systems.
Introduction
Visual recommendation engines, such as SeeDB [33] , Voyager2 [34] , Rank-By-Feature [27] , Show Me [19] , MuVE [9] , VizDeck [16] , DeepEye [23] , or Draco-Learn [21] , aim to help users to more quickly explore a dataset and find interesting insights. To achieve that goal they use widely different approaches and techniques. For example, SeeDB [33] makes recommendations based on a reference view; it tries to find a visualization which is very different from the one the user has currently on the screen. In contrast, DeepEye [23] tries to generally recommend a good visualization for a given dataset based on previously generated visualizations.
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However, all these systems do have in common that they can significantly increase the risk of finding false insights. This happens in the moment a visualization is not just a pretty picture but a tool presenting facts about the data to the user. For example, consider a user exploring a dataset containing information about different wines. After browsing the data for a bit, she creates a visualization of ranking by origin showing that wines from France are higher rated. If her only takeaway from the visual is, that in this particular dataset wines from France have a higher rating, there is no risk of false insight. Essentially, in this case no inference happens as she is completely aware that the next dataset could look entirely different. However, it is neither in the nature of users to constraint themselves to such thinking [36] , nor would in many cases such a visualization be very insightful. Rather, based on the visualization she most likely would infer that French wines are generally rated higher; generalizing her visualization insight to general datasets and thus creating an actually interesting insight. Statistically savvy users will now test this insight on whether this generalization is actually statistically valid using the appropriate test. Even more technically savvy users will also consider other hypothesis they tried and adjust the statistical testing procedure to account for the multiple comparisons problem. This is important as every additional hypothesis, explicitly expressed as a test or implicitly observed through a visualization, increases the risk of finding insights which are just spurious effects.
However, what happens when the visualization recommendations are generated by one of the above systems? First and most importantly, the user does not know if the effect shown by the visualization is actually significant or not. Even worse, she can not use a standard statistical method and "simply" test the effect shown in the visualization for significance. Visual recommendation engines are potentially checking thousands of visualizations for their interestingfactor (e.g., in case of SeeDB how different the visualization is to the current one) in just a few seconds. As a result, by testing thousands of visualizations it is almost guaranteed that the system will find something "interesting" regardless of whether the observed phenomenon is actually statistically valid or not. A test for significance for the recommended visualization should therefore consider the whole history of tests done by the recommendation engine.
Advocates of visual recommendation engines usually argue that visual recommendations systems are meant to be as hypothesis generation engines, which should always be validated on a separate hold-out dataset. While this is a valid method to control false discoveries, it is also important to understand its implications: (1) None, really none, of the found insights from the exploration dataset should be regarded as an actual insight before they are validated. This is clearly problematic if one observation may steer towards another during the exploration. (2) Splitting a dataset into an exploration and a hold-out set can significantly reduce the power (i.e., the chance to find actual true phenomena). ( 3) The hold-out needs to be controlled for the multi-hypothesis problem unless the user only wants to use it exactly once for a single test.
In this paper, we present an alternative approach, called VizRec, a framework to make visual recommendation engines "safe". We focus on the visual recommendation technique proposed by SeeDB as it uses a clear semantic for what "interesting" means. However, our techniques can be adjusted to other visualization frameworks or even hypothesis generation tools, like Data Polygamy, as long as the "interesting" criterion can be expressed as a statistical test. The core idea of VizRec is that it not only evaluates the interesting-factor using a statistical test, but also that it automatically adjusts the significance value based on the search space of the recommendation engine to avoid the multiple-hypothesis pitfall. We make the following contributions:
• We formalize the process of making visualization recommendations as statistical hypothesis testing.
• We discuss how different possible approaches to make visualization recommendation engines safe based on classical statistical testing, and on the use of Chernoff-type large deviation bounds. We further discuss how the performance of both these approaches decreases due to the necessity of accounting for a high number of potentially adaptively chosen tests.
• We propose a method based on the use of VC dimension, which allows controlling the probability of observing fake discoveries during the visualization recommendation process. VizRec allows control of the Family Wise Error Rate (FWER) at a given level δ.
• We evaluate the performance of our system, in comparison with SeeDB via extensive experimental analysis.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Secton 2 we give a definition of the visualization recommendation problem in rigorous probabilistic terms. In Section 3 we discuss possible approaches for the visualization recommendation problems, and why highlight how they both suffer due to the necessity of accounting for a high number of statistical tests. In Section 4 we introduce our VizRec approach based on VC dimension and we argue how it allows to overcome the problems discussed in Section 3. In Section 5, we discuss some guidelines of practical interest for implementation, while in Section 6 we present an extensive experimental evaluation of the effectiveness of VizRec.
Problem Statement
In this section we first describe informally how SeeDB [33] makes visual recommendations, and then formalize the problem of providing statistically valid visualization recommendations.
SeeDB
SeeDB makes recommendations based on the currently shown visualization, and the corresponding reference query. SeeDB explores possible recommendations (target queries) by most commonly adding/changing the composition of the reference query. To rank the recommendations, SeeDB recommends to the user the most interesting target queries based on the deviations. Thus, SeeDB assumes a larger deviation indicates a more interesting target query. SeeDB can use different types of measures to quantify the difference between reference and target visualization. However, earth-mover distance or KL-divergence are prevalently used. Furthermore, SeeDB truncates uninteresting visualizations if the deviation value (e.g., KL-divergence) is below a certain threshold, which can be seen as a minimum visual distance. Suppose the user analyzes U.S. voting trends over this data set as shown in Figure 1a . Based on this reference view created by the user, the actual SeeDB algorithm over our data set would recommend Figures 1b-1d as visualizations (settings of SeeDB are similar to the ones in [33] 's Figure 1) . All of the recommended visualizations by SeeDB seem first to be interesting as they clearly indicate a trend reversal and a correlation between certain beliefs and voting behavior. However, these trends could also be solely a random discovery in the way the visualization is just produced because for some reason the dataset by chance just produced such bar graphs for these queries. Indeed, in 6.1 we show that some of these recommendations are not statistically safe recommendations.
Having a larger dataset may help an analyst to be more certain that the recommendations are actually significant. However, considering the total number of samples used for these visualizations bears the fundamental question, how big the data actually needs to be in order to guarantee that there are no false discoveries. Further, when automatically exploring the dataset at some point with enough filtering as done by SeeDB every dataset becomes "too small" to guarantee anything. In the following, we now formalize the recommendation process of SeeDB, introduce the visual recommendation problem and its relation to hypothesis testing.
Problem set-up
Let Ω denote the global sample space, that is the set comprised of the records of the entire population of interest (e.g., the records of US citizens). We can imagine Ω in the form of a two-dimensional, relational table with N rows and m columns, where each column represents a feature or attribute of the records.
In many practical scenarios the analyst is in possession of a sample D, D ⊂ Ω, composed by a much smaller number of records n << N , and aims to estimate the properties of Ω by analyzing the properties of the smaller dataset.
In this work we assume that the input to the recommendation engine is a dataset, D, consists of n records chosen uniformly at random and independently from the universe Ω (e.g., our survey data). We refer to D as the sample dataset or the training dataset and denote by F D the probability distribution that generated the sample D. Alternatively, one can consider D as a sample of size n from a distribution F D that corresponds to a possibly infinite domain.
As discussed in Section 1 rather than enabling users to only interpret visualizations for some particular data set, we want to make sure that when they try to generalize results a system provides them with statistical guarantees. Hence, we consider the input D not as a universal but as a random sample of the universe, and we focus on observation in D that apply to the entire universe. For example prices in city centers are higher than in neighboring districts instead of prices in the city center for apartments A, B, C, ... in Manhattan are higher than for apartments X, Y, Z, ... in the Bronx, Queens and Brooklyn neighboring districts for the data collected in 2017 on July 21st.
We divide the features (or attributes) of the records in Ω, and hence D, into four groups:
1. binary features, taking values in {0, 1} (e.g., unit has AC).
2. discrete features with a total order(e.g., #bedrooms, #bathrooms).
3. continuous features with a total order, (e.g., price of the unit).
4. categorical features, taking values in a finite unordered domain (e.g., city, zipcode).
We assume that each feature is equipped with a natural metric. This is achieved, by mapping the values of a feature to a real number (e.g., for a boolean feature by mapping the value True to 0, and False to 1).
Visualizations
A common form of visualization used in the dice-and-slice exploration setting of an OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing) data cube is a bar graph. We formalize the type of visualizations we investigate in our approach in the following way:
which can be represented as a bar graph and which describes the result of a query of the form
with the aggregate COUNT, represented on the y axis, being partitioned according to the values of a discrete feature X, after restricting the records of the input dataset D being considered to a subset for which the filter predicate F holds.
The support of a visualization V is the number of records of D which satisfy the predicate F , and is denoted as |V |.
The selectivity of a visualization V , denoted as γ V , is defined as the fraction of records which satisfy F , that is
Note that if the group-by attribute X being selected is not discrete, it will also be necessary to determinate a finite set ranges for its value, or "buckets", to be used in the visualization.
The aggregate COUNT(Y) counts of records which satisfy the query predicate grouped according to the values of the feature X, henceforth referred as the group-by feature.
While in this work we focus on the aggregate COUNT(Y), our approach can be extended with minor modifications to the average AVG(Y) aggregate, which is given by the average of the values of the records which satisfy the query predicate grouped according to the values of the group-by feature. Rather than using MIN(Y) or MAX(Y) aggregates, a user should consider conditional expectations (e.g., aggregates in the form Y |Y > c for some constant c ∈ R) to explore extreme values following the concepts of extreme-value theory as described in [10, 12] . While our results can be easily generalized to other types of visualizations (e.g., heat maps), for the sake of applicability, in this work we focus on the type captured by Definition 1.
Visualizations as distributions:
When considering the COUNT aggregate, it is possible to interpret the data distribution represented by a histogram visualization V as representative of the probability mass function (pmf) of the discrete random variable X which takes the values of the group by feature X, each with probability corresponding count of the records for each column normalized according to the support of the visualization V 1 . Such distribution, does indeed correspond to the distribution of the values of the group-by feature X with respect to the distribution D after conditioning (or filtering) with respect to the predicate F associated with V . Such correspondence between visualizations and distributions provides us a natural criteria to compare visualizations by evaluating their statistical difference.
Visualization recommendations
Following the paradigm of SeeDB [33] , given a first "starting visualization V 1 we aim to identify other "interesting" visualizations to be recommended. In particular, this follows the widespread mantra of Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand [28] where a visualization system ideally lets the user first pick an interesting reference visualization and helps him then to automate the zoom, filter and details-on-demand tasks.
In this work we define a visualization V 2 to be interesting with respect to a starting visualization V 1 if V 2 and V 1 are different, that is, if they represent a different statistical behavior (i.e., different distribution) of the common group-by feature X under the predicates associated with V 1 and V 2 , respectively. Consistently, the greater the difference between the reference V 1 and the candidate V 2 , the higher the interest of V 2 as a candidate recommendation for V 1 .
Note that the constraint according to which possible recommended visualization must share the same group-by feature as the starting visualization is a simple consequence of the fact that we are interested in the study of how different filter predicate conditions do influence the behaviors of the same feature X. In the absence of such constraint, the analyst may consider how different features behave, thus leading to observations of questionable interest.
Whereas the general problem of recommending interesting visualizations can come either in the way of anomaly detection or as according to the mantra of [28] we want to focus on the latter in this work. That is, we say that a candidate recommendation visualization V 2 is interesting with respect to a reference visualization V 1 if the two are "different enough". That is is their distance reaches a threshold according to some distance measure d.
In its simplest form, may be zero. However it makes more sense to define in terms of a minimum visual distance V required by a user to spot a difference [30] when shown both the reference and a visualization of interest.
While there is a high degree of generality in the selection of the notion of difference between visualizations to be used, in this work, we leverage the correspondence between visualizations which corresponds to Definition 1 and the pmf of the group-by feature condition on the filter of the visualization, and we measure the difference between visualizations based on the difference between the associated pmfs.
In this work, we use the "Chebyschev distance" to quantify the difference between visualizations. Given two pmfs D 1 and D 2 over the same support set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, the Chebyscev distance between D 1 and D 2 is given by:
where Pr D1 (x) (resp., Pr D2 (x)) denotes the probability of a random variable taking value x according to the distribution Pr D1 (x) (resp., Pr D2 (x)).
This choice of difference metric is particularly appropriate when comparing visualizations as it highlights the maximum difference between the relative frequency of a certain value of the group-by feature in according to the conditional distribution given by the filter predicate of the two visualizations being considered. In other words, when comparing two histogram visualizations the Chebyschev distance captures the maximum difference between pairs of corresponding columns of the histograms.
Statistically safe visualizations and recommendations
While the statistical pitfalls of exploratory data analysis are well understood and documented (in scholarly papers [25, 31] , "surprising statistical" discoveries [1, 2], and even a famous cartoon [35] ), the connection to visualizations, and specifically visual recommendations engines, have only recently begun to be rigorously studied [4, 17, 37] . In this section, we formulate the statistical problem in the visual recommendation context and explore simple probabilistic techniques to solve it. A more powerful method, based on statistical learning theory is presented in the Section 4. While, for concreteness, in our presentation we focus on the SeeDB paradigms, the proposed model and techniques can be used for other recommendation systems too (e.g., Data Polygamy [5] ).
A first crucial observation is that a system that provides visual representation of data and aims to highlight an interesting relationship between visualizations should provide tools to allow the analyst to ascertain that the phenomena being observed are actually statistically relevant. A recommender system should ensure that visualized result displays characteristics that are non-random and visually intelligible. That is a user looking at two visualizations should both be able to understand that they are different and why they are different without worrying whether visual features are due to missing support or random noise.
Recall that a dataset D available to our visualization decision algorithm is a sample from an underlying distribution F D .
Assume that a particular visualization is interesting with respect to D. The question we are trying to answer is, how likely it is that the visualization is also interesting with respect to the underlying distribution F D .
In probabilistic terms, each query with a filter predicate F corresponds to an event E over Ω. For concreteness consider a visualization of a histogram of a (discrete and finite) variable X conditioned on an event E = ∅, denoted X|E.
The true values (in F D ) for k ∈ dom X are given by
.
We estimate these values in a dataset {X 1 , . . . , X n } ⊆ D of size n bŷ
If in D the histogram of X|E is visually different from the histogram of X, what can we rigorously predict about the difference between the histograms in F D ?
Therefore, we say that the difference between two visualizations V 1 and V 2 is statistically significant if and only if the difference observed between the two in the finite sample D is due to an actual difference between the two histograms with respect to the distribution F D .The recommendation problem thus becomes in its general form to recommend a candidate visualization V 2 for a reference V 1 only if their corresponding histograms are statistically different with respect to the true underlying distribution F D .
Our goal is to verify that interesting visualization flagged by our algorithm with respect to D generalize to interesting visualizations with respect to F D .
Classical statistical testing
In the classical statistical testing setting, our problem could be framed in two ways: Either it could be formulated as a goodness-of-fit test or as a homogeneity test. In a goodness-of-fit-test for a given starting reference visualization V 1 and a candidate visualization recommendation V 2 a hypothesis is considered in the form of whether certain statistical attributes of the reference visualization (i.e. the expected attributes) fit the corresponding observed attributes from the candidate query. Classical tests include the single test χ 2 -test for discrete distributions or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for continuous random variables. In the visualization context thus a candidate query would be selected as interesting when the null hypothesis of the attributes being similar is rejected. A homogeneity-test on the other hand tests the hypothesis that two samples were generated by the same underlying distribution, which may be unknown. This is done, for example, by a two samples χ 2 -test, or a t-test comparing one column in two histograms. A system based on homogeneity-tests would then select a candidate query as interesting iff the sample corresponding to V 2 is not homogeneous with the underlying data distribution of the reference query V 1 .
However, there are major difficulties in applying standard statistical tests to the visualization problem. First, depending on the input data the correct test needs to be selected. For example, when using a χ 2 -test over discrete attributes, each bucket must not be empty. A general rule of thumb to make sure estimates are reliable is to have at least 5 samples per bucket. Further, there should be enough samples to actually use the χ 2 -test. Else, Fisher's exact test should be used for small sample sizes. In addition to each test being only applicable to certain input data, they all do guarantee a different notion of interest. A user that is presented with the test results of one or multiple tests usually will not be able to immediately connect the results to the notion of a significant visual difference as described in subsection 2.4. This brings up the problem on how comparable results of e.g a t-test against a χ 2 -test actually are in terms of visual difference.
Second, when blindly throwing statistical tests at the visualization problem to deal with different types of input data and different sample sizes queries return, the question is whether the hypothesis being tested are not too simple for recognizing visual difference in a meaningful way. Consider for this a t-test that essentially compares whether the observed mean resembled the expected mean. Naturally, a consequence is that if they differ the candidate query should get recommended. This may however lead to many wrong recommendations merely because the null hypothesis used is too simple and gets rejected too often. The solution could be to use a test better suited for the problem, e.g. in the form of a χ 2 -test. However, as we show in subsection 6.3 a χ 2 -test is not suited best to spot a notion of statistical significant visual difference and comes with its own problems as pointed out in [7] . There is no free lunch and thus no universal single test that solves the visualization recommendation in general.
Third, most tests only offer merely asymptotic guarantees because of the test statistic they use. Especially for skewed distributions or queries that return only a small number of rows this is problematic. Consider once again a χ 2 -test and a heavily skewed distribution over e.g. 20 buckets. It is then very unlikely that the test statistic for the number of samples used in a visualization setting is already χ 2 -distributed.
Fourth, recommendations based on tests are not necessarily symmetric in the sense that if the candidate query was used as reference query, the old reference query would not get necessarily recommended at all. This is especially true for the χ 2 -test.
Lastly, one might be tempted to simply combine statistical testing with a magical cutoff or subsequent selection of visualizations based on the distance measure introduced in Equation 2. I.e. an algorithm could be to first apply statistical testing to get a candidate set of potentially interesting visualizations, rank them after the distance measure and then select all visualizations as interesting that have a distance higher than S with respect to the reference visualization. However, this approach merely delays the problem of potentially making false discoveries: Though according to the tests the visualizations may be indeed different according to the difference guarantees the employed tests offer, they do not necessarily need to be significantly different enough. This again can be shown using the example in subsection 6.3.
Recommendation validation via estimation
The goal of VizRec is to provide an efficient and rigorous way to verify that two visualizations are indeed statistically different with "finite-sample" guarantees.
In VizRec we use the sample dataset D, and the visualizations obtained from it, in order to obtain approximations of the visualization according to the entire global sample space Ω using the Chernoff bound and later VC dimensions.
Consider a single histogram visualization V 1 , and assume it is comprised of K bars, one for each of the K possible values of the chosen group-by feature X. Let p V1 (x 1 ), . . . , p V1 (x k ), denote the normalized bars corresponding to V 1 . Note that such bars denote the probability of a randomly chosen record from Ω being such that X = x i conditioned on the fact that such record satisfies the predicate associated with V 1 .
Using the sample set D we compute an approximation for the p V1 (x i ), which we denote asp V1 (x i ), following (3). As only these approximations can be computed from the available data, any choice regarding which visualizations should be recommended may depend only on such approximations.
In order to argue guarantees regarding the reliability of such decisions, it is necessary to bound the maximum difference between the correct and estimated sizes of bars in the normalized histograms.
In particular for a given δ (i.e., our level of control for false positive recommendations) we want to compute the minimum value ∈ (0, 1)
Such value would in turn quantify the accuracy of the estimation of the p V1 (x i )'s obtained by means of their empirical counterpartp V1 (x i )'s.
Let F denote the predicate associated with our visualization V 1 . We denote as Ω|F (resp., D|F ) the subset of Ω (resp., D) which is composed by those records that satisfy the predicate F . Given a choice of group-by attribute X the value p V1 (x i ) (resp.,p V1 (x i )) corresponds to (resp., is computed as) the relative frequency of records such that X = x i in Ω|F (resp., D|F ).
Fact 1. Let D be an uniform random sample of Ω composed by m records. For any choice of predicate, as specified in Definition 1, the subset D|F is a uniform random sample of Ω|F of size |D|F |.
Fact 1 is a straightforward consequence of the fact that D is an uniform sample of Ω.
From Fact 1 and from the definitions of the p V1 (x i )'s and of thep V1 (x i )'s, clearly follows that thep V1 (x i )'s are unbiased estimators for the p V1 (x i )'s. That is for, every value of the group-by feature we have:
In order to bound the estimation error |p V1 (x i ) −p V1 (x i )| is therefore sufficient to bound the deviation from expectation (i.e., p V1 (x i )) of the empirical estimate (i.e.,p V1 (x i )|).
Chernoff-Bounds [20] , allows to obtain such bounds as:
Recall our definition of selectivity of a visualization as γ V1 = |D|F | D , we can then rewrite (5) as:
where n = |D|. A clear consequence of (6), is that the higher (resp., the lower) the selectivity of a visualization, the higher (resp., the lower) the quality of the estimate.
In [17] , the authors use the same kind of bounds to develop a sampling algorithm which ensures the visual property of relative ordering. That is, for any pairs of vars corresponding to two possible values x 1 and x 2 of the same group-by feature X, ifp V1 (x 1 ) >p V1 (x 2 ), then, with high probability, p V1 (x 1 ) > p V1 (x 2 ) holds as well.
While the method previously described based on an application of the Chernoff bound appears to be very useful and practical, it is important to remark that in a single application it may only offer guarantees on the quality of the approximation of one bar from a single visualization.
While it is in general possible to combine multiple applications of the Chernoff bound, the required correction leads to a quick and marked decrease of the quality of the bound. As an example if our visualization V 1 is composed by K bars, a bound on the quality of the approximation of all of the bars will result in:
This bound is obtained using the union bound [20] . While potentially tolerable for a small value of K, for large values the performance decrease can possibly lead to a complete loss of significance of the bound itself.
Correcting for Adaptive Multi-Comparisons
The previous section showed how we can evaluate the interest of a single visualization as a statistical test. However, this does not yet control the multiple comparisons problem which is inherent in the recommendation system process that explores many possible visualizations. Clearly, if we let a recommendation system explore an unlimited number of possible visualizations, it will eventually find an "interesting" one, even in random data. How do distinguish real interesting visualization from spurious ones that are the results of random fluctuation in the sample?
The simplest and safest method to avoid the problem is to test every visualization recommendation on an independent sample not used during the exploration process that led to this recommendation. While easy and safe, this method is clearly not practical for a process that explores many possible visualizations. Data is limited, and we cannot set aside a holdout sample for each possible test. The process needs access to as much data as possible in the exploration process in order to discover all interesting insights. Can we control the generalization error when computing a number of visualizations based on one set of data?
Assume that in our exploration of possible interesting visualizations we tried different visualization patterns, and we computed for each of these patterns a bound h i , i = 1, . . . , , on the probability that the corresponding observation in the sample D does not generalize to the distribution with respect to the entire global sample space Ω. It is tempting to conclude that the probability that any of the visualizations does not generalized is bounded by i=1 h i . Unfortunately, this probability is actually much larger when the choice of the tested visualization depends of the outcome of prior tests.
This phenomenon is often referred to as Freedman's paradox [] and the only known practical approach to correct for it is to sum the error probability of all possible tests, not only the tests actually executed 1 . Note that standard statistical techniques for controlling the Family-Wise-Error-Rate (FWER) or the False Discovery Rate (FDR) require that the collection of tests is fixed independent of the data and therefore do not apply to the adaptive exploration scenario.
In the visualization setting, we could decide a-priory that we only consider visualizations of a particular set of patterns, say conditioning on no more than k features. Such restriction defines a bound on the total size of the search space, say M . If we now explore the search space and recommend visualization that pass the individual visualization test with confidence level ≤ α/M we are guaranteed that the probability that any of our recommendations does not generalize is bounded by α. As we show in the experiments section this method is only effective for relatively small search space.
Next, we present a novel technique that is significantly more powerful in large and more complex search spaces.
Statistical Guarantees Via Uniform Convergence Bounds
We now present a powerful alternative approach, providing strong and practical statistical guarantees through a novel application of VC-dimension theory.
VC-dimension is usually considered a highly theoretical concept, with limited practical applications, mostly because of the difficulty in estimating the value of the VC-dimension of interesting learning concept class.
Surprisingly, we develop a simple and effective method to compute the VC-dimension of a class of predicate queries which are used to generate the visualizations according to Definition 1, which leads to a practical and efficient solution to our problem. We start with a brief overview of the VC theory and its application to sample complexity. We then discuss its specific application to our visualization problem, emphasizing a simple, efficient, and easy to compute reduction of the theory to practical applications.
VC dimension
The Vapnik-Chernovenkis (VC) dimension is a measure of the complexity or expressiveness of a family of indicator functions (or equivalently a family of subsets) [32] . Formally, VC-dimension is defined on range spaces:
A range space is a pair (X, R) where X is a (finite or infinite) set and R is a (finite or infinite) family of subsets of X. The members of X are called points and those of R are called ranges.
Note that both X and R can be infinite. Consider now a projection of the ranges into a finite set of points A:
Definition 3. Let (X, R) be a range space and let A ⊂ X be a finite set of points in X.
1. The projection of R on A is defined as
2. If P R (A) = 2 |A| , then A is said to be shattered by R.
The VC-dimension of a range space is the cardinality of the largest set shattered by the space:
Definition 4. Let (X, R) be a range space. The VC-dimension of (X, R), denoted VC(X, R) is the maximum cardinality of a shattered subset of X. If there are arbitrary large shattered subsets, then VC(X, R) = ∞.
Note that a range space (X, R) with an arbitrarily large (or infinite) set of points X and an arbitrary large family of ranges R can have bounded VC-dimension (see section 4.2).
A simple example is the family of closed intervals in R, where X = R, and R corresponds to the (infinite) set of all possible closed intervals intervals [a, b], such that ∀a, b ∈ R we have 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 1). Let A = {x, y, z} be any subset of R such that x ≤ y ≤ z. No interval in R can define the subset {x, z} so the VC-dimension of this range space is < 3. This observation is generalized in the well known result:
Lemma 1. The VC-Dimension of the union of d closed intervals in R equals 2d.
VC-dimension, allows to characterize the sample complexity of a learning problem, that is it allows to obtain a tradeoff between the number of sample points being observed by a learning algorithm and the performances achievable by the algorithm itself.
Consider a range space (X, R), and a fixed range r ∈ R. If we sample uniformly at random a set S ⊂ X of size m := |S| we know that the fraction |S∩r| |S| rapidly converges to the frequency of elements of r in X. Furthermore, there are standard bounds (Chernoff, Hoeffding []) for evaluating the quality of this approximation. The question becomes much harder when we want to estimate simultaneously the sizes or frequencies of all ranges in R using one sample of m elements. A finite VC-dimension implies an explicit upper bound on the number of random samples needed to achieve that within pre-defined error bounds (the uniform convergence property).
For a formal definition we need to distinguish between finite X, where we case estimate the sizes r, and infinite X, where we estimate P r(r), the frequency of r in a uniform distribution over X.
Definition 5 (Absolute approximation). Let (X, R) be a range space and let 0 ≤ ≤ 1. A subset S ⊂ X is an absolute -approximation for X iff for all r ∈ R we have that for finite S ⊆ X,
In [14] show an interesting connection between the VC dimension of a range space (X, R) and the number of samples which are necessaries in order to obtain absolute -approximations of X itself Theorem 1 (Sample complexity [14] ). Let (X, R) be a range-space of VC-dimension at most d, and let and 0 < , δ < 1. Then, there exists an absolute positive constant c such that any random subset S ⊆ X of cardinality
is an -approximation for X with probability at least 1 − δ.
The constant c was shown experimentally [18] to be at most 0.5 2 .
Statistically Valid Visualization through VC dimension
To apply the uniform convergence method via VC dimension to the visualization setup, we consider a range space (Ω, R), where Ω is global domain, and R consists of all the possible subsets of X that can be selected by visualizations predicates. That is, R includes all the subsets that correspond to any bar for any visualization which can be selected using the appropriate predicate filter. Given a choice of possible allowed predicates, we refer to the associate set of ranges as the "query range space" and we denote it Q.
The VC dimension of a query range class is a function of the type of select operators (i.e., >, <, ≥, ≤, =, =) and the number of (non-redundant) operators allowed on each feature in the construction of the allowed predicates. Note that depending on the domain of the selected features and the complexity according to which the predicate filters can be constructed, the number of possible predicates may be infinite. In order to use the VC-approach it is however sufficient to efficiently compute a finite upper bound of the VC-dimension of the set of allowed predicates. We discuss an efficient method for bounding the VC-dimension of a query range space in the next subsection (See Subsection 4.2).
In order to deploy the general results from the previous section, we have to verify that the sample D provides an -approximation for the values p V for all the visualizations considered in the query range space Q.
To this end, it is useful to introduce the following, well known, property of VC dimension:
Fact 2. Let (X, R) be a range space of VC dimension d. For any X ⊆ X, the VC-dimension of (X , R) is bounded by d.
Using this fact in conjunction with Theorem 1 we have:
Lemma 2. Let (Ω, Q) denote the range space of the queries being considered with VC dimension bounded by d, and let δ ∈ (0, 1). Let D be a random subset of Ω. Then there exists a constant c, such that with probability at least 1 − δ for any filter F defined in Q we have that the subset D|F is an F -approximation of Ω|F with:
Proof. Fact 1 ensures that given the dataset D, for any choice of a predicate F we have that D|F is a random sample of Ω|F . Therefore regardless of the specific choice of the predicate, we have that the VC dimension of the reduced range (Ω|F, Q) is bounded by d. From Theorem 1 we have that if:
then D|F is an¯ approximation for the respective set Ω|F .
Lemma 2 provides us an efficient tool to evaluate the quality of our estimationsp V of the actual ground truth values p V for any choice of predicate associated with the visualization. In particular, Lemma 2 verifies that the quality decreases gradually the more selective the predicate associated with a visualization is. That is, the smaller the cardinality of |D|F |, the higher the uncertaintyēpsilon of the estimate is.
Corollary 1. Let D be a random sample from Ω, and let Q be a query range space with VC dimension bounded from above by d. For any visualization with V ∈ Q and for any value δ ∈ (0, 1) we have that
F denotes the predicate associated with the visualization V and and X denotes the group-by feature being considered.
The VizRec recommendation validation criteria
Consider now a given reference visualization V 1 and a candidate recommendation V 2 , both using X as the group-by feature, were the the domain of X has K values (i.e., dom(X) = {x 1 , . . . , x K }). From Lemma 2, we have that with probability 1 − δ the empirical estimates of the normalized columns are accurate within¯ , which depends on the size of the subset of the sample dataset D used for the reconstruction of V 2 .
As argued in Section 3, we consider a candidate visualization worth of being recommended if it represents a different statistical behavior of the group-by feature with respect to the reference query.
Our VizRec strategy operated by comparing the valuesp V1 (x i ) andp V2 x i for all values x i in the domain of the chosen group-by feature. Let¯ 1 (resp.,¯ 2 ) denote the uncertainty such that with probability at least 1 − δ we have
If it is the case that |p V1 (x i ) −p V2 (x i )| >¯ 1 +¯ 2 then we can conclude that with probability at least 1 − δ we have
That is VizRec recognizes as statistically different (and hence, interesting) only pairs of visualizations for which the most different pair of corresponding columns differs by more than the error in the estimations from the sample. If that is the case, it is possible to guarantee that V 1 and V 2 are indeed according to the Chebyschev measure. Due to the uniform convergence bound ensured by the application of VC dimension, we can have that the probabilistic guarantees of this control hold simultaneously for all possible pairs of reference and candidate recommendation visualizations. The advantage of this approach compared to the use of multiple Chernoff bounds is discussed in Appendix C.1. Further, our VC dimension approach is agnostic to the adaptive nature of the testing as it accounts preventively for all possible evaluations of pairs of visualizations. Threrefore, we have: X ← the group-by feature being considered.
4:
F V1 ← the predicate associated with V 1 .
for all V ∈ Q do 7:
F V ← the predicate associated with V .
if dist ≥¯ 1 +¯ 2 then 12:
or if stricter criteria with V 14:
Y.append([V , interest]
16:
return sort Y according to the interest value.
This criteria can be strengthened by imposing a higher threshold of difference between two visualization in order for a candidate visualization to be considered interesting. As an example, in Section 3.2, we discuss the possible use of a threshold V denoting visual discernability. When using this, more restrictive constraint, VizRec would accept a candidate visualization as interesting only if
We present a simplified psudocode of our VizRec procedure in Algorithm 1.
Our VizRec approach operates as the equivalent of a two-sample test, in the sense that we assume that in general there is uncertainty in the reconstruction of both the reference visualization V 1 and of the candidate V 2 . In some scenarios, it may be possible to assume that the reference visualization is given as exact. In such case in order for the candidate V 2 to be recommended it would be sufficient that
After identifying as set of recommendations whose interest is guaranteed with probability at least 1 − δ, VizRec ranks them according to the difference between their "empirical interest" (i.e., max xi∈dom(X) |p V1 (x i ) −p V2 (x i )|) and the uncertainty of the evaluation of such measure (i.e.,¯ 1 +¯ 2 ). While somewhat arbitrary, we chose this heuristic as it allows to emphasize the intrinsic value of visualizations with large support over those with small support.
The VC dimension of the Range Space
In order to actually deploy the VC dimension bounds previously discussed it is necessary to bound the VC dimension of the class of queries being considered. While challenging in general, we develop here a simple and effective bound on the VC dimension of the class of queries being considered based on the complexity of the constraints defining the predicates.
As discussed in Section 2.2, we assume that the values of the features can be mapped to real numbers. Hence constraint of values of a certain feature formalized using the operators ≥, ≤, = and = correspond to selecting intervals (either open or close) of the possible values of a feature. For each feature, the various clauses are connected by means of "or" operators. We characterize the complexity of such connection by the minimum number of non-redundant open and close intervals of the value. In particular we say that a connection of intervals is non-redundant is there is no connection of fewer intervals that selects the same values.
The VC dimension of a class of queries can then be characterized according to the number of non-redundant constraints applied to the various features.
Lemma 3. Let Q denote the class of query functions such that each query is a conjunction of connections of clauses on the value of distinct features. The VC dimension of Q is:
where α i (resp., β i ) denotes the maximum number of non-redundant closed (resp., open) intervals of values corresponding to the connection of constraints regarding the value of the i-th feature, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
The proof for Lemma 3, presented in detail in Appendix A, proceeds by induction of the number of features which can be used in constructing the queries, and builds on known results on the VC dimension of a class of functions constituted by the union of a finite number of closed intervals on R.
Algorithm 2 (in Appendix B) outlines a procedure which reduces an input query class Q to an equivalent non-redundant version and computed a bound on its VC dimension.
Trade-off between query complexity and minimum allowable selectivity
Consider exploring the space of possible recommendations by constructing the filter condition one clause at a time. Note that as the filter condition grows in its complexity (i.e., multiple non-trivial clauses are added) the number of records selected by the predicate, and hence, it selectivity, will decrease. It appears therefore reasonable to start evaluating simpler predicate filters and then proceed depth-first by adding more and more clauses. While reasonable, such procedure will possibly lead to explore large number of queries. However, most of the filters obtained by composing a high number of filters will likely lead to visualizations supported by very little sample points, and, hence, intrinsically unreliable.
Our VC dimension approach allows the system to recognize this fact and to use it in order to limit the search space. As discussed in Section 4.5, the lower the selectivity γ of the filter condition F of a given visualization, the higher the uncertainty¯ ,¯
In order for the difference between a candidate and the starting visualization to be deemed statistically relevant their Chebyshev distance has to be higher than¯ . The Chebyshev norm distance, and, hence, the maximum interest of a candidate visualization is one. This clearly implies that all visualizations whose selectivity γ is such that
are not going to be interesting according to our procedure, and, hence, when exploring the space of possible recommendations, we can stop refining the queries once the selectivity of the candidate visualization drops below the threshold given by (13) . This allows to prune the search space by eliminating from the exploration queries which are "not worth to be considered" as possible recommendations.
While this may appear as a weakness of our approach, it is instead consistent with the basic principle of distinguishing statistically relevant phenomena from effects of the noise introduced by the sampling process. While visualizations which involve just a very limited number of sample points may appear to represent a very interesting distribution of a subset of the data, they are more likely to represent random fluctuation in the selection of the input sample than a true phenomenon in the global domain.
By taking into consideration the selectivity of candidate visualizations, our method automatically adjusts the threshold of interest for candidate visualization.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss and motivate some guidelines to help the analyst determine which of the discussed tools are better suited for her actual setting.
Number of hypotheses being tested
Consider a scenario for which the system is limited to the analysis of a small number of possible visualizations. In this case, it is possible to evaluate which of these candidate visualizations are actually interesting with respect to the starting visualization V 1 by applying the χ 2 testing with opportune correction for the number of hypotheses being tested, which in this case would correspond to the number of candidate visualizations.
Further, if in the same exploration session the analyst wants also to evaluate which of the visualizations are interesting with respect to a different starting visualization V 2 , this would require to treat all the additional candidate recommendations as additional hypotheses. In order to obtain FWER it will be necessary to correct for the number of hypotheses being tested, thus resulting in a loss of statistical power. Even though some FWER corrections such as the Holm or the Höchberg procedure allows to reduce the effect of the multiple hypotheses correction, compared to the the simple Bonferroni procedure, there is still a considerable decrease in the statistical power, in particular for settings for which only a low fraction of the hypotheses being tested have low p-values. Therefore the χ 2 testing approach appears to be more suitable for settings with a limited number of candidate recommendations being evaluated.
Bounding the complexity of the query class
The properties of our method can also be used to determine a bound the VC-dimension of the query range space being considered when looking to ensure that any candidate recommendation who differs from the reference visualization by at least θ is actually marked as a safe recommendation.
Let V 1 (resp., V 2 ) denote the reference (resp., a candidate) visualization, and let γ 1 (resp., γ 2 ) is selectivity.
Given the size of the available dataset |D|, and the desired FWER control level δ ∈ (0, 1), the maximum VC dimension which guarantees to meet these requirements can be obtained from (13) as:
This bound can be used as a guideline to limit the structure of the queries being considered. That is, it offers indications on the number of different features which can be considered when building the queries, and indications on their complexity, intended as the number of clauses being used in their construction (as discussed in Section 4.4).
Preprocessing heuristics
In this section we outline some preprocessing heuristics which allow to improve the effectiveness of our control procedures.
I. Removal of constant features:
Features which assume the same value in all the records of the sample can be safely ignored.
II. Removal of identifier-type features:
Features which assign a different unique value to each of the record can be removed. This is generally the case for identifier features (e.g.,"Street address" for real estate dataset). This appears justified as, due to the uniqueness of their values, they are not useful in constructing predicate conditions, nor they should be used as the "group-by" attribute (i.e., the attribute in the x-axis). All these heuristics share the fact that they allow to ignore some of the features (or columns) of the records. This will in turn impact both the search space and will allow to reduce the VC dimension of the query class being considered.
Experiments
In this section, we want to show how our framework can be applied towards both real data (i.e. the collected survey data) and synthetic data. We start by demonstrating different, problematic scenarios with our real dataset.
Anecdotal examples
Our first example shows that a system without statistical control may trick the user to believe in insights that are actually not valid and merely random. For this, assume the user wants to explore whether there is a subpopulation that believes differently from the overall population when it comes to whether obesity is a disease or not.
As depicted in Figure 2 a user may falsely believe that people who prefer potato chips with Cheese flavour are more likely to believe that obesity is a disease. Though people that consume potato chips may lean more towards a view that obesity is a disease, the insight that in particular people who prefer the Cheese flavour are the most interesting subpopulation is questionable. Since for all the other flavours in our study 3 no visualization is within the top results, picking particularly the Cheese flavour as a belief changer looks like a potential false discovery. The next recommended result seems even more random: An automatic recommender system would imply to the user that persons who prefer the middle seat are more likely to believe that obesity is a disease. This seems hard to understand and more like some random result that the system produced.
In our second example, we want to show that VizRec may identify correctly the top SeeDB recommendation(s) as being statistically valid. Here, the user was interested in finding out whether there is a subpopulation that has a different voting behavior for the two main parties in the United States(cf. Figure 3) . The recommended top visualization coincides with the top SeeDB result and seems sound. However, VizRec prevents the user to attribute a preference towards the Republican party for persons who prefer to listen to Country and Folk music.
Democrats Republicans
Finally, it can also be the case that SeeDB recommends something as the top result which the VizRec framework would rule out as being not significant at all. As depicted in Figure 4 However, this is actually a false discovery and not backed statistically. On the contrary, VizRec deemed a relation between smokers and a belief in Astrology statistically sound. In this example another interesting problem is demonstrated: Though the interestingness scores of the top results are pretty close to each other (e.g. here d ∞ ≈ 0.21), the score d ∞ itself is not sufficient to determine statistical relevance. Particularly, employing a simple cutoff may lead to false discoveries. Besides the complexity of the exploration space, the number of samples used to estimate both the reference query and the candidate query need to be accounted for too.
These anecdotal examples demonstrate that without any statistical control the user is likely to run into making false discoveries. Our VC approach does not only account for the number of samples but also for the complexity of the data exploration and is thus a well-suited tool for avoiding false discoveries in a visual recommendation system.
Random data leads to no discoveries
A meaningful baseline for any safe visual recommendation system is to make sure that random data does not lead to any recommendations. To demonstrate that the VC approach will not recommend any false positives, we generated a synthetic dataset with uniformly distributed data. 100, 000 samples were generated in total with the first column being selected as aggregate and the other 3 columns as features. The aggregate is uniformly distributed over {1, 2, 3, 4} and each of the 3 features are uniformly distributed over {1, ..., 9}.
With simple predicates (i.e. a queries formed from ≤ clauses solely) there are 1331 visualizations to be explored (a dummy value of +∞ was used in the queries to make a feature active or not. E.g. consider a query of the form (X 1 ≤ 8) ∧ (X 2 ≤ +∞) ∧ (X 3 ≤ 3). In this query, feature X 2 has no effect on the rows returned since
. Note that using +∞-values in the clauses does not change the VC dimension.). As a reference, a uniform distribution over {1, In comparison, the lowest the VC approach guarantees is min = 0.0059. As discussed in 4.2 the required threshold to be met by the Chebychev norm induced distance measure d ∞ depends on the selectivity γ of the query. The necessity of this can be observed in Figure 5 too. With the interestingness scores(distances) being lower than the curve defined by for all queries in Figure 5 the VC approach does not recommend any false positives in this experiment. Using different distributions instead of the uniform one showed comparable results.
Statistical Testing vs. VC approach
We now show that while statistical testing in the form of a χ 2 -test is in general not a wrong ingredient for building a VRS, in some situations it is unable to spot meaningful visual differences which would however be opportunely recognized by our VizRec approach.
Assume we had a query that yielded m = 1, 200 out of n = 10, 000 samples and a perfect estimator for the true distribution function of the reference and the query distribution. These distributions shall be distributed as in Figure 6 . Thus, the χ 2 -test would yield a p-value of of 2.54 · 10 −5 implying that they are different when no more than 1967 visualizations under Bonferroni's correction are tested. However, at a VC dimension of 10 (δ = 0.05) the required must be at least 0.22 which is nearly twice as high as the 0.1 difference at the first bar as shown in Figure 6 . Thus, the VC approach would not select this visualization as being significantly different enough given the modest sample size. Using the χ 2 test would recommend this visualization since it only spots that there is a difference but not whether the difference is significant enough.
In practice, scenarios like the one presented here occur especially due to outliers in the data. I.e. it could happen that for one feature value there are only 1-5 samples that would lead without any correction to a positive recommendation. Though a heuristic may ignore visualizations with less than 5 samples, this would come at the cost of ignoring rare phenomena and by using some magic number to define the threshold. I.e. when ignoring visualizations with less than b samples per bin, easily an example with b + 1 samples for some bin could be found where χ 2 would pick up a non-visually significant visualization. This underscores that a VRS using the χ 2 -test would correctly identify two visualizations being different but can not guarantee a meaningful difference in terms of a distance which is crucial to build usable systems without luring the user into a false sense of security. One may argue that filtering out visualizations after having performed statistical testing would remedy this(which may work in practice when the interestingness score is high enough), but then there was no guarantee that the distances observed is statistically guaranteed. Whereas the question is dependent on the scenario (i.e. which query and which guarantees a system needs to fulfill) we want to point out, that there is a simple way to use the χ 2 -test to control significant distance too.
Furthermore we want to underscore the point that the Chi-squared test is indeed a very powerful test but that the correct estimation of the distribution dominates the selectivity. I.e., when we guarantee that the estimates for the probability mass function are close enough to the true values, a testing procedure like χ 2 -test will even under a million possible hypothesis only need a small number of samples to spot a difference between two distributions. We thereby define the required number of point estimates to be in the range of 2 ≤ K ≤ 100 bars as meaningful. In 7 Related Work [24] introduced the VC approach to provide -approximations for the selectivity of queries. Whereas they also consider joins in addition to multi-attribute selection queries, by restricting to AND conjunctions over multiple attributes as used naturally in OLAP and visual recommender systems we were able to lower the required VC dimension.
When comparing continuous aggregates for visualizations using e.g. kernel-density estimation for distribution plots other statistical testing procedures like the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can be used. Also a viable alternative to goodness- Recent work [26] introduced the problem of group-by queries leading to wrong interpretations, specifically in the case when AVG aggregates are used. To remedy this, the notion of a biased query is introduced. However, they do not account for the multiple comparison problem and also have no significant distance notion.
[3] introduced various control techniques for interactive data exploration scenarios. Whereas it accounts for the multiple comparison problem, it does not solve the problem of pointing out a statistical different enough distance between two visualizations.
[33] provides an approach to effectively compute visualizations over an exponential search space by using reuse of previous results and approximate queries. Visualizations are recommended by treating group-by results as normalized probability distributions and using various distance measures between two probability distributions to yield a ranking in order to recommend top-k interesting visualizations. The authors found that the actual choice of the distance did not really alter results, which does not come at a great surprise given their relations as pointed out in [11] .
As described in [28] zooming into particular interesting regions of the data is a key task performed by many users in the setting of data exploration. Our technique provides a simple and effective methodology which can be applied to a wide range of data. For example, an user may be given a geospatial dataset characterizing purchase power and want to have assistance in exploring interesting subregions. We believe our VC approach can be easily extended to allow for more complicated query types such as these.
Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrated why users should build visualization recommendation systems with mechanisms to ensure statistical guarantees in order to prevent users from making false discoveries or regarding noisy data as relevant. As a novel way which supplements classical statistical testing as in [37] we introduced a technique based on statistical learning comparable in its power to [24] . We demonstrated various trade-offs and problems to consider when using either technique and provided a simple heuristic on how to explore the vast search space more efficiently by pruning it through different preprocessing steps.
A Proof on VC dimension bound for classes of queries
Proof of Lemma 3. The proof is by induction on i: in the base case we have i = 1. In this case, the VC dimension of Q corresponds to the VC dimension of the union of α 1 closed intervals and β 1 open intervals on the line. By a simple modification of the result of Lemma 1, we have that it has VC dimension at most 2α 1 + β 1 . Let us now inductively assume that the statement holds for i > 1. In order to conclude the proof we shall verify that it holds for i + 1 as well.
Assume towards contradiction that there exists a set X of i+1 j=1 2α j + β j points that can be shattered by Q. From the inductive hypothesis, we have that for any subset of X with more than i j=1 2α j + β j cannot be shattered by the family of query functions which can express constraints only on the features 1, 2, . . . , i. Without loss of generality let X denote one of the maximal subsets of X which can be shattered using only the constraints on the features 1, 2, . . . , i. The following fact is important for our argument Fact 1: Recall that the queries in Q are constituted by logical conjunctions (i.e., "and") of connections (i.e.,"or" statement) of constraints on a feature. Hence, for any function in Q if any of the i + 1 connections are such that they assume value "false", then the query will not select such point regardless of the value of the remaining i connections being conjuncted.
Consider any assignment π of {0, 1} to the points in X and let r π the range which realizes such shattering.
If r π would assign to any point in X \ X value "0", then, according to the structure of the queries, no constraint on the (i + 1)-th feature would allow to assign to it value "1", and, hence, it would not be possible to shatter X.
Note that for any assignment π of {0, 1} to the points in X , there may may not exists two ranges r 1 and r 2 such that based solely on constraints on the first i features, on would assign "0" to a point in X \ X and the other would assign "1" to the same point. If that would be the case, then i would be possible to shatter i j=1 2α j + β j points using just constraints on the first i features and this would violate the inductive hypothesis.
Without loss of generality, in the following we can therefore assume that for any assignment π of {0, 1} to the points in X the ranges that realize such assignment just based on the first i features would assign "1" to all the points in X \ X . This implies that the shattering of the points in X \ X relies solely on the constraints on the values of the i + 1-th feature.
Consider now the points in X \ X , according to our assumption |X \ X | = 2α i+1 + β i+1 . As discusses in the base of the induction, it is not possible to shatter 2α i+1 + β i+1 points using just α i+1 (resp., β i+1 ) closed (resp., open) intervals on the (i + 1)-th dimension.
Hence it is not possible to shatter X and we have a contradiction.
B Bounding the VC dimension of a given query class Algorithm 2 operates "consolidating" redundant clauses in and equivalent minimal set. Such consolidation is achieved by first (lines 2-10) determining the minimal open intervals for each feature, and then by merging overlapping closed intervals whenever possible. Note that given a specific choice of a query class, Algorithm 2, needs to be run just once to bound its VC dimension.
C Modified χ 2 -test
As described in [13] by modifying the χ 2 -test to test a more complex null hypothesis
together with the corresponding test statistic
following a non-central χ 2 distribution with K − 1 degrees of freedom and non-locality parameter λ nc = nγ χ 2 = m χ 2 .
The distance guaranteed then is the χ 2 -distance d χ 2 . In fact, this testing procedure can be further generalized to use other distances that belong to the family of f-divergences like the total variation distance or Kullback-Leibler divergence via an suitable transformation or by using non-parametric models to estimate the distance measures before comparing them via statistical testing as in described in more detail in [15] .
C.1 VC bounds and Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds
When only a single visualization needs to be recommended, using Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds is both easier and yields a better guarantee than a VC-based bound. However, when testing multiple visualizations on the same data, the VC approach dominates Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds. To demonstrate this, random data was generated to estimate the probability mass function of a biased Binomial distributed according to ∼ Bin(10, 0.3). In Figure 8 a sample path is shown together with the theoretical bounds for a setup with a VC dimension of 5. Comparing to a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound of a single visualization, the VC approach outperforms Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds when learning multiple visualizations at once.
C.2 Restricting the search space
In this experiment we show that without restriction of the search space, it is likely that only few visualizations get recommended. For this, we took again the survey dataset and removed constants and identifier alike columns. To make it visually more distinct, we also added some artificial columns like a running identifier. Figure 9 : -curves before and after restricting the search space. The distance d ∞ needs to be higher than the uncertainty quantified via .
As shown in Figure 9 , restricting the search space leads to more discoveries. I.e. the goal is to not be over-conservative and apply meaningful preprocessing or feature selection by the user first.
